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JN 56 LONG RANGE

Features

Line : JN Long Range

Autres PDF :
Version Array

Version Array

Model : JN 56 Long Range

Overall length : 17 m

Hull length : 16 m

Waterline length : 15.60 m

Beam width : 4.70 m

Draft : 1.40 m

Lightcraft displacement : 30 t

Rudder(s) : 2

Category : A (Offshore)

Cockpit : Inside with wheelhouse + Outside on fly
bridge

Cabin(s) : 2 doubles + 1 with bunk bed (scalable)

Berth(s) : 8

Head(s) : 2

Saloon : Large with open kitchen / bar

Other : 4000 M of autonomy à 8 kt / max speed 11.6
kt

Engine(s) : 2 x 165 ch

Fuel tank : 8000 L

Architect(s) : Joubert & Nivelt

60 years of experience in shipbuilding.
More than 400 boats, many of which have sailed around the world in all seas and

oceans.
Resistant, comfortable, safe boats that stand the test of time.

META YACHTS presents the JN 56 Long Range

 

Personnality

This boat was designed by Joubert-Nivelt for a transoceanic voyage followed by "The
Great Circle Road" Saint laurent, Canada, Illinois, Mississipi, Gulf of Mexico to Boston,
East Coast and Florida. A true Trawler, true to his name, for long range expedition ! As
large motor yacht, the JN 56 Long Range is a comfortable yacht that can
accommodate at least 6 people for transoceanic voyages. The boat can be piloted
from the cockpit but also from the fly bridge where there is a large space that can be
used as a sunbathing area or as storage space for a rigid tender.

 

Layout

Thought out for long distance cruising, the layout is made to offer a spacious and open
feeling. The spaces are directly communicating, only seperated by half bulkheads.
There is no feeling trapped in this boat, can experience the entire lenght of the boat in
one look around. It has a large cockpit with a living and dining area on the main deck
and three bedrooms and two bathrooms on the lower deck.
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Your META

The possibility of a custom design is very important to META YACHTS. None of our
designs are set in stone. META YACHTS is open to suggestions and offers the
possibility of custom layouts. A META boat is above all a boat that looks like you!
You can find the rest of the range on the yachts page:
https://meta-yachts.com/realisations/.

About

You want to hear from the META owners themselves? Visit their sailing blogs :
https://meta-yachts.com/adventurers/

https://www.yachtingaddress.com/pdf-bateaux_complete-393-X7DZE4-meta-jn-56-l
ong-range.pdf
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